Information & Survival Kit of HKU JCSV IV

Address

- 4 Police School Road, Wong Chuk Hang, Hong Kong (香港黃竹坑警校道 4 號)

https://www.google.com/maps/place/HKU+Jockey+Club+Student+Village+IV+(Wong+Chuk+Hang)/@22.245784,114.1662791,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m6!3m5!1s0x3404012457260127:0x743367f5a6af5f6518m2!3d22.245784!4d114.168854!16s%2Fg%2F11vb4clq33?entry=ttu
Direction(s) for Taxi Driver

- To reach our location next to Singapore International School (Secondary Section), please take the MTR Wong Chuk Hang Depot and go uphill from Heung Yip Road.

- To reach our location next to Singapore International School (Secondary Section), please go uphill from Nam Long Shan Road Cooked Food Market, passing by Chan Pak Sha Secondary School.

Address (地址)

- 4 Police School Road, Wong Chuk Hang, Hong Kong (near Singapore International School (Secondary Section))

Contact (聯絡)

- 3917 3940 / 3917-3948
- jockeyv4@hku.hk

Transportation (交通)

1. MTR (港鐵)
   Exit A2 / B, Wong Chuk Hang MTR Station 黃竹坑港鐵站 A2 / B 出口

2. Bus (巴士)
   Police School Road (警校道): 107 and N72 (Wah Kwai Estate), *47P (Alighting Only)
   Chan Pak Sha School (陳白沙紀念中學): 48, 72A, 75, 107, 973, A17, N72
   Wong Chuk Hang (Nam Long Shan): "黃竹坑 (南朗山)"
   Nam Long Shan Road Cooked Food Market (南朗山道熟食市場)
   - Upward (上行): 4, 48, 71, 72A, 75, 78, 107
   Wong Chuk Hang Station (黃竹坑站): 48, 76, 78

3. Mini-buses (小巴)
   Nam Long Shan Road Cooked Food Market (南朗山道熟食市場): 59, 59A, 59S
   Nam Long Shan Road (南朗山道): 59, 59A, 59B, 59S
   Wong Chuk Hang Station (黃竹坑站): 29, 36X, 4M, 5M

For reference only, actual routing subjects to change from the Transportation Companies

*40P only serve at 07:00 on school days on weekdays
*73P only serve at 07:25, 07:35 on weekdays
*71P only serve at 07:55 on weekdays
*47P only serve at 06:45, 07:30, 08:00 on weekdays
To treasure our communal properties and the precious resources, please ensure **drawers of your wardrobes are completely closed and don’t overload it before departure**. Regular decluttering of unnecessary items is highly appreciated for having potential blockage of door access upon return.

**Food & Beverages (飲食)**
- Pao Yue Kong Swimming Pool Cafe (包玉剛游泳池餐廳)
- Nam Long Shan Road Cooked Food Market (南朗山道熟食市場)
- One Island South
- The Southside
- Horizon Plaza (海怡廣場)
- Aberdeen Centre (香港仔中心)

**Supermarket & Convenience Store (超市及便利店)**
- 7-Eleven - 3 Sham Wan Road (深灣道 3 號)
- Fusion - 8 Sham Wan Road, near Aberdeen Marina Club (深灣道 8 號，鄰近香港仔遊艇會)

**Clinic & Hospital (診所及醫院)**
- University Health Services (大學醫療保健處), 2/F Meng Wah Complex, HKU (香港大學明華綜合大樓 2 樓)
https://www.uhs.hku.hk/

- Queen Mary Hospital (瑪麗醫院)
  
  https://www8.ha.org.hk/qmh/
• Gleneagles Hospital (港怡醫院)

https://gleneagles.hk/?utm_source=SEM&utm_medium=RSA&utm_campaign=AOcampaign_Brand_24hourOutpatientandEmergency_TC&gclid=Cj0KCQiAr8eqBhD3ARIsAle-buOwuTLM1WV7xZ4GVPHl7zsnrSM6p8mmbFs6k7-Z8yaAVzUxWlz_NEsaAn9CEA1w_wcB

Tang Shiu Kin Hospital (鄧肇堅醫院)

Automatic Teller Machines (ATMs):

1) THE SOUTHSIDE – HSBC (11 Heung Yip Road, Wong Chuk Hang, Hong Kong)

2) Wong Chuk Hang MTR - Hang Sang Bank and Bank of China

Hang Sang Bank - near Exit A, Wong Chuk Hang MTR Station

Bank of China - near Exit B, Wong Chuk Hang MTR Station

Non-local Student Website - A One-Stop Information Hub

- Check out the website for essential information specifically for non-local students, covering banking arrangements, medical care and insurance, orientation activities, and many more.
- [http://wp2.cedars.hku.hk/nonlocal](http://wp2.cedars.hku.hk/nonlocal)
Identity Documents

- All non-local students who have been permitted to stay in Hong Kong for more than 180 days are required to apply for a Hong Kong Identity Card (HKID) within 30 days of arrival. You must carry your original copy of HKID (if any), passport / travel documents as an identity document with you all the time in Hong Kong. For more information, please visit our webpage:

Beware of Scams

- There has been a growing number of students falling prey to scams, resulting in significant financial losses and severe mental distress. Remember, do not disclose any personal information or remit money to strangers. For more information on scam prevention, visit our website:
  - http://wp2.cedars.hku.hk/anti-scam

Say No to Illegal Drugs

- It is imperative that you stay away from illegal drugs at all times. Cannabidiol (CBD) has been listed as a dangerous drug under the Dangerous Drug Ordinance in Hong Kong. The penalties for drug offences in Hong Kong are severe and can result in significant fines and long prison sentences. To learn more about the anti-drug information, please visit our webpage: